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“Preach that the Kingdom of heaven is near. Heal the sick, 
raise the dead, cleanse those who have leprosy, drive out 
demons. Freely you have received, freely give.” Matthew 10:7-8. 

Five nights of outdoor evangelism were scheduled. The Police and 
Government were informed and on the outskirts of Uganda’s  
capital, Kampala, the grounds were prepared. The stage was built, the  
PA system sound-checked, the generator refuelled, the venue was ready.  
The local radio had announced the event, thousands of leaflets had been  
distributed, the Churches had worked together for a ten month period,  
gearing up towards this event. 
 
Situated next to the market place, police station and prison, the Kasangati locals  
were invited to the grounds each night to hear the preaching of the Gospel,  
and to witness miracles, signs and wonders.  
 
Just a few miles away several hundred souls had been saved last year, with as  
many physical healings personally witnessed by a 12-strong team: blind eyes  
opening, deaf hearing, mutes speaking, crippled limbs straightening…the list  
was endless.  
 
As the bus crept forwards towards  
the Crusade grounds, the 2007  
Bushfire team members were  
filled with anticipation. Half of the  
team had already come last year. 
6 team members were new.  
All were from the UK. 
 
Led by the Jesus March Brass Band and accompanied  
by hundreds of adults and children, the Bushfire Team  
knew they were in for a treat. 
 
The atmosphere was charged…the presence of God was felt…it was going to be an incredible Crusade. 
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Followed by a great procession of men, women and 
children holding banners and handing out leaflets 

 
The brass band lead the way 

 
The crusade grounds before we ‘got started’ 

 
The excited children greet us as we get out the bus 
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“Hear the good news, Kampala!” 
                                                   
As darkness falls over the Kasangati county ground, and smoke from locals’ cooking fires 
drifts across the field, Evangelist Andy Tiplady moves to the front of the stage to speak. 
We’ve already had the singers, the various speeches, etc.  And of course the African gospel  
choir. Being on stage with them singing – and even dancing - the Lord’s praises under an  
African sky has been a highlight of the whole crusade.  Then, as always, Heidi leading us in  
worship has taken everyone to a deeper  - and at the same time higher – level in the Spirit. 
 
As the meeting develops and the sun sets, the crowd has grown to several hundred: children  
sat at the front, women standing just behind them, and the men hovering at the back.   
Initially mainly members of local churches, it has been swelled by local people, friends  
and curious passers-by come to see what all the noise is about, and no doubt to  
see the spectacle of a dozen Mzungus (white people) on the stage.  
 
But now Andy is starting to speak to them.  If you’ve never heard Andy,  
he is a firebrand preacher: passionate about the gospel and unremitting  
in pursuing souls for Jesus.  By the Friday evening his voice is gravelly  
and hoarse – as is the voice of his equally vibrant and enthusiastic  
interpreter, Pastor Joel – but that in no way diminishes the power of  
his message.  He gives the crowd both barrels, describing the torment  
of souls in Hell as the worms eat away at them before extolling the  
grace of God whose own Son has provided a means of Salvation for all  
who believe.   
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After about twenty minutes, he invites those wishing to be saved to come forward, and something like fifty or 
sixty people raise their hands and begin to move to the front nearest the stage.  But that’s not enough for 
Andy. He keeps repeating his invitation, keeps urging the hesitant to make the most important decision of 
their lives, keeps waiting just a few moments longer 
in case there’s one more person willing to come 
forward. 
 
Once they are all crowding the front of the stage, he 
turns to me and hands me the microphone to lead 
them in the sinners’ prayer.  So, taking a deep 
breath, I walk to the front, kneel down on the edge 
of the platform, and do exactly that.  Wow.   
 
Have you ever led a whole crowd of repentant 
sinners in prayer in one go?  Nor had I until that 
evening – but I have now, pausing every few words 
for the prayer to be translated into the local 
language, Luganda.   
 

As we finish our joint prayer 
a shout of celebration goes 
up from the watching 
crowd: “Praise the Lord!” or 
as they say in Kampala, 
“Mukama Yebizibwe! 
 
 
  

Peter Gray, Team Member 
& Teacher Trainer for Leeds 
Education Authority 
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The Team see Angels  
                        & Walls of Fire 
 
One 30 foot tall angel was seen simultaneously by 3 members of the team on one particular evening, 
standing over the stage connecting heaven with the crusade grounds with powerful ‘lightning’ bolts  
from heaven.  
 
Many small angels were also witnessed to the great encouragement of the team. 
 
Hebrews 1:14 Are not all angels ministering spirits sent to serve those who will inherit salvation? 

 
The Holy Spirit was at work, convicting the 

hearts of the lost to turn to Jesus 

 
Many also witnessed bolts of fire, lightning and 

sparks 
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Tumour on neck disappears | “There’s 
someone here with a cancerous lump on the neck. God wants to 
heal you, if that’s you please come forward” Andy announced, 
amidst many other words of knowledge.  
 
The woman wasted no time and came on stage to reveal a large 
lump on the back of her neck. It was so large that it filled the 
cup of Andy’s hand as he prayed for it. “Pastor Mark! Look at 
the lump! You can hardly see it!” Andy shouted, after just 
minutes of laying on hands. As the crowds roared with 
excitement, the healed lady gave thanks to Jesus for her 
healing.  
 

 
Middle finger grows| “I prayed for this young 
woman who’s middle finger was significantly shorter than the 
other”, explained Judy Manners, team member from London. 
“As I prayed for her, the shorter finger grew, right there 
before my eyes!”  

 
 
 
 
 

 
Lame walk | So many lame were healed, including this 
lovely lady who a team member prayed for. She marches 
around on stage testing and showing off her newfound mobility!   
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Another cancerous lump disappears | A lady responded to another word of 
knowledge: “There’s a woman here, you have a cancerous lump around your stomach. God wants to heal 
you, please come forward!” Rushing to the stage, the woman is checked out by a female usher to confirm 
she ‘fits the bill’. The usher feels the lump, and Andy starts praying. Instantly the pain leaves and the woman 
starts looking for the lump…and looking… 
 

           
 

                       
Until she finally lets out the biggest smile!  
 
 

 

She tells the crowds how for years she was in 
pain, had been bed-ridden and had no hope. 
“Thank you Jesus for my healing!” she says. 
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Witchdoctor gets saved | Just as the team were about to start praying for the sick one 
night, a local Pastor pointed out a distinguished looking gentleman, saying, “that man over there is the most 
powerful witchdoctor in the whole area.”  
 
 
As the team subconsciously started to 
prepare themselves for dealing with an 
increased amount of witchcraft within the 
meeting, the Pastor added “..and he has 
just got saved! Hallelujah!”  
 
 
Andy had preached passionately and 
fearlessly. Aware that many witchdoctors 
operate in Uganda, carrying out many acts 
to bring curses and alleged blessing to 
their paying customers.  
 
 
Andy had addressed them full on: “…and to 
all those witchdoctors out there - and I 
know you’re out there - I want to tell you 
this: He that is in me, is greater than he 
that is in you! You need to turn to Jesus 
and be saved!”  
 
 

 
 

 

 “I am so grateful to God, He has delivered 
me from all the demons!” he shouted to the 
celebrating crowds! 
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More lame walk | Heidi recounts, “I saw the woman in blue arrive on 
a ‘boda boda’ (a 2-wheeled ‘taxi’). She was carried off the back of the motorbike, 
and placed on the ground at the front of the crowds. She arrived early to get a 
‘front seat’, although there were no chairs. I saw her and thought, ‘oh boy, we 
need a miracle here Lord!’ 
 
“Andy was preaching with fire, he had only spoken for perhaps  
10 minutes, when he shot down from the platform and started  
mingling with the lame, sick and demonised folk who had  
come for healing and deliverance. After casting out  
demons from one man, he then asks whether  
the woman in blue, lying on the floor,  
was able to walk.  
 
“No” was the answer, “but she wants to!” 
 
Commanding the spirit of paralysis to 
leave her, Andy said “now walk to me!”  
Helped to her feet, she started  
scuffling forwards. Her right  
side had been totally lame  
and for 17 years she had  
been unable to walk.  
 
“As you walk you will get stronger!”  
Andy encouraged her. The crowds  
roared with excitement as they  
witnessed this ‘lame’ woman  
…walking! 

              

A few days later she gives  
testimony on stage 

The woman arrives early, hoping 
to be healed. 
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Stomach pain disappears |  
 
Woman returning home after fetching medicine from the hospital 
stops by the Crusade, is healed and gives testimony, holding up the 
medicine which she no longer needs! 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Mute speaks |  
 
Judy brings up a young mute girl, who was healed and able to speak for 
the first time! She speaks into the microphone and her carer gives 
testimony to the miracle. 
 
 
 
 

 

Gradual Healings | Healings can continue to take place days, weeks and even months after the 
people are prayed for. Team member Greg was met by a woman again this year who had received prayer 
from him in 2006 as she had suffered from pain during a dangerously complicated pregnancy. Delighted to 
see Greg, she reported how since his prayer, the pain had left her body, and a healthy baby had been born.  
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It was a surreal moment when the local Government Official took to the stage  
and for 30 minutes explained why the work of Bushfire is so good, and how 
next time we should please not just visit the one district in Kampala, but go to 
many more districts.  
 
He requested that Bushfire please contact him in advance, so both he and the 
government may help the Gospel reach many more people through Bushfire!  
 
“This is what Uganda needs!” he declared, “please come back again and again 
and again!”  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     

Government Official says ‘thank you’ | 
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Local Pastors | Pastor Mark Wamala is in charge of over 150 
Churches in Kampala, and is the General Secretary for a network of 20,000 
African churches in Uganda. Bushfire are very blessed to have Pastor Mark 
and his wonderful wife Margaret and the Crusade team onboard, working to 
advance the Kingdom of God in Uganda together. 
 
He comments: “this has been a powerful crusade. We have witnessed many 
miracles of God. We have seen blind eyes see, deaf ears hear, the lame 
walking, tumours disappearing. Many crusades have been held here before, 
but we have never had this breakthrough until now.  
 
“The Pastors in this area have said that on Sunday they had new people 
come to their Churches. We thank you for coming to Uganda, and for the 
work you do for our children too, for the orphans that you are blessing. We 
are so grateful. Please thank all those who support you, the well-wishers in 
the UK. Thank you so much for caring for us, for blessing the country of 
Uganda.”  

 
 

          
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Pastor Mark with Andy 

 
Andy surrounded by the local pastors,  

tasked with nurturing the new ‘babes in Christ’ 

 
Heidi with friend, Pastor Margaret Wamala 
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Pastor Joel, Interpreter and local Senior Pastor 
emailed: “WE APPRECIATE GOD FOR ALL THE MINISTRY YOU DID 
HERE IN UGANDA, MANY MIRACLES HAPPENS AT KASANGATI 
COUNTY GROUNDS, WHILE YOU PREACHED, I PERSONALY HAVING 
BEEN A SENIOR PASTOR IN THIS AREA FOR THE LAST ALMOST 11 
YEARS IHAVE NEVER SEEN SUCH A CRUSADE AND MIRACLES 
FOLLOWING.   
 
I STARTED LABOURING ON THIS VERY GROUND WITH CRUSADES 
SINCE SEP/2001 AND I HAVE BEEN ON THIS GROUND ONCE A YEAR 
WITH CRUSADES KNOWS AS KINGDOM HARVEST CRUSADE BUT WE 
HAVE NEVER HAD SUCH A BIG BREAK THROUGH SUCH AS WE GOT 
DURING YOUR MINISTRY WITH US. 
 
PLEASE GREET THE REST OF THE BUSH FIRE TEAM AND WE PRAY THAT GOD WILL PROVIDE FOR YOU TO 
COME BACK NEXK YEAR.  
 
Maureen, Choir Member comments: “Greetings from Uganda! 
You will never know how much we were blessed by your messages 
and songs during the crusade. I happened to be part of the mass 
chior and believe me i will never be the same again. Seeing people 
hungrily coming to Jesus and many others getting healed was my 
first live experince, apart from what i watch on TV on 'this is your 
day'. 
 
“I was touched by the young boy Mukisa's healing. when i saw him 
try to stretch his hand..i found myself crying. I realised how God 
really loves us and wants us to see His love and receive it with all 
our hearts because he loves us with all he has.” 

 
Pastor Joel, Interpreter for Andy and 

Senior Pastor / Bishop 

 
Part of the dancing choir 
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“The presence of God” Exodus 
33:14 | Invited to speak on ‘The presence of 
God’ for the annual Pastors Conference, Andy & Heidi 
Tiplady arrived in Uganda prior to the Bushfire team 
arriving, ministering to 150 – 250 pastors over a 4 day 
period.  
 
Andy comments, “it was an awesome time for both of 
us to share God’s heart with these precious pastors 
from all over Uganda. His presence was felt in tangible 
ways throughout the week. While sickness left bodies 
and miracles took place the one thing I’ll never forget 
was when Heidi demonstrated reaching for God’s 
presence through worship. She sang love songs to the 
Lord and as the Holy Spirit descended, the presence of 
God was felt in the place.  
 
Many pastors fell on their knees, others lifted their 
hands to heaven with tears streaming down  
their faces as they were  
touched by His presence.  
Mukama Yebazibwe-  
Praise the Lord!   
It was truly beautiful.” 
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Andy handing over Bushfire Help-in-an-
envelope to Pastor Esther, the founder 
of Divine Grace Orphanage 

The orphans sell beautiful paper jewellery and hand 
stitched prayer mats to help support themselves 

Divine Grace Orphanage |Set in its own grounds with a school house, dormitories, a cook house 
and an open sided church, Pastor Esther heads up a beautiful 
orphanage that caters for 230 children.  
 
Noticing that a few faces were missing from last year, we were 
sad to learn that children were falling sick. Additional 
dormitories are a necessity, as at present up to 5 children 
share one mattress. Noticing a large unfinished building to one 
side we discovered that the builders had deserted a half 
finished project, while making off with the cash. Andy enquired 
how much it would cost to finish the roof etc, and was 
staggered to find out it could be completed for as little as 
£800. We can confidently say that the building will be 
completed very shortly thanks to Bushfire Team Members and 
and Helpers.   
 
The children frequently fast of food, but never complain. 
Regularly visited by Pastor Mark & Margaret Wamala, we know that often times the fasting is due to lacking 
sufficient food. They are much loved by the staff and are brought up knowing they are much loved by God 
and when they sing and dance for the Lord you can tell they have a 
close a personal relationship with our Lord Jesus Christ.   
 
Mightily blessed by performances from the children in song and dance 
on the dusty mud floor, Andy shared a few words then invited the 
whole team to help hand out the gifts. You should have heard the 
children’s shouts of joy when sweeties were mentioned! Heidi gave a 
few closing words, then announced: “…and now Andy would like to 
dance for you!” So, did he dance? Suffice to say the screams of 
laughter will have been heard in the surrounding villages, children and 
adults alike enjoying the strange sight! 
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Step by Step Foundation & Ugandan Jesus Village 
 
With 10% of Uganda’s population being orphans, there is always 
work to be done. The team visited a further two orphanages: 
Step by Step’ day care centre, and the ‘The Ugandan Jesus 
Village’ run by Luke and Suzanne Jones as part of the ‘Fresh 
Fire’ project.  We were blessed to have a group of these kids 
come and dance and sing for us on one night of the crusade.  
There was not a dry eye on the stage.  These children sang and 
danced before their Lord and you could feel the presence of the 
Lord all around.  It was truly beautiful and we were so blessed to 
be a part of it.  Suzanne and Luke, ably assisted by a couple 
from the UK, Anne and Will, are doing a fabulous job loving on 
these kids and the difference from when we were there last year 
is staggering. Well done folks.  
 
Every orphanage received many gifts like footballs, games, loads 
and loads of sweeties, pens, writing materials and even football 
stripes, but also much needed educational materials, like whole 
Schemes of Work in Maths and English.  One of the team even 
brought out a laptop with educational CD’s and donated it to one 
of the orphanages.  They were truly blessed.  There was just so 
much that we are sure that God might have even multiplied it as 
there was so much to give out.  Thank you team!  ‘Bushfire’ were 
also able to sow a financial blessing into each orphanage for them 
to use on what ever they saw fit and to help with any immediate 
needs.  God is good! 
 

          

 
An orphan rescued from the North gives 
testimony, prior to the children dancing 

‘Spirit of God is moving in Africa’ 

 
UJV children wearing Football shirts 

donated by Bushfire team 
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Heidi at UJV 

 
Children at the UJV 

 
Heidi presenting gifts to Luke & Suzanne Jones  

of Ugandan Jesus Village (UJV) 

 
Richard entertaining the children at the Step by 

Step Foundation 

Greg at UJV 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
          

  
 

 
 

  
 
 
   
 
 
 
 

 
Divine Grace Orphanage, 

children dancing 
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Beverley from Nottingham 

Denise from Romford 
 

Richard from Tunbridge 

 
Steve from Sheffield 

 
Peter from Leeds 

Team shots 

David from Sheffield 
David from Sheffield 
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Team in transit Judy from London 

 
Richard about to do ‘The Office’ dance… Heidi & Andy Tiplady 

 
Teri from Chichester (left) 

The Team 


